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Marks; P. and W*s; A. S. (1986). Stated Preference bpriments 
Concerning Laq Distance Business Travel i n  Great Britain. 
Stated weference techniques are MW widely used in tranqmrt 
econanics as an experimental tool £or gathering data an consuner 
weferences to derive; amcngst other things; estimates of demand 
elasticities and values of travel time; service frequemy; 
service reliability and other deteminants of travel behaviour. 
Mwwer; these techniques have not to  our kmwledge been used in 
research on long distance business travel behaviour. This forms 
the subject of this paper. In particular; results of a stated 
preference experiment answered by tm samples of long distance 
business travellers are presented. Disaggregate mode choice 
models are calibrated w i t h  this data; and the results are used to 
derive estimates of the value placed by long distance business 
travellers cn savings i n  business travel time. 'Ihe design of the 
stated preference experiment means that these values can be 
interpreted as leisure valms of time. 
The results that long distance business travellers place a 
high value an travel time savings. It is demcmtraked that this 
can largely be explained by their high incanes and long wmk 
days; and the unsociable hours a t  vhich time savings occur. It is 
our view that the value of time estimates reported in this paper 
are mt approwiate for use in forecasting exercises; rather they 
can be used to construct a value of business travel t i m e  £or 
walmti.cn pur~~ses. 
STATED PREFERENCE EXE'ERIMFNTS C O N C E ~  IONG DIST?WE 
BUSINESS T R w L  I N  GwAT BRITAIN 
Stated preference techniques are now widely used in transport 
econanics as an exprimental tool TPr gathering data on consmer 
preferemes to derive; amongst other thiqs; estimates of demand 
elasticities and valms of travel times; service frequency; 
service reliability and ather determinants of travel behaviour. 
Homer; these techniques have nat to our ?mowledge been used in 
research on long distance business travel behaviour. This 
subject area is the focus of this paper. In particular; we 
present the results of a stated preference experiment ammered by 
2 samples of long distance business travellers. A disaggregate 
mode choice model is calibrated w i t h  this data and the results 
are used to derive estimates of the valm placed by long distance 
business travellers on savings in travel time. The f i r s t  4 
sections of this paper describe and check the quality of the data 
used in  model estimations. In the f i f th section results of these 
estimations are presented and discussed. In Section 6 om 
results are canpared with value of time estimates obtained 
elset&ere and sane conclding camnents are given i n  Section 7. 
'IPle m e t h c d s  used to construct our 2 samples of business 
travellers are described fully in Eb&es;Johnson and Marks(1985) . 
These 2 'samples canwise: 
i) 411 business travellers bho had answered BR's 1983 East Coast 
Main Line survey and indicated there they muld be willing 
to take part in a £urther survey. We call this the E K W  
szanple . 
ii) 442 employses of those organisations h i c h  had participated 
in our survey of organisation travel policies (see Ebwkes 
and Wks (1985)) . M call  this the ORCN sample. 
In hoth cases respmdents were asked (using almost identical self 
mnpletion questionnaires) to report details of a recent long 
distance business t r i p  and to answer 1 2  questions ahout a 
hypothetical lang distance business trip. The latter was the 
stated preference experiment; the results of which canprise the 
subjet of this paper. 
In this expriment; respondents were asked to a s i d e r  a 
hypathetical situation in which they muld make a day return t r ip  
of 300 miles each way (e.g. a journey between Newastle and 
Lrmdon) for the purpose of undertaking an unspecified business 
activity. For this t r i p  the traveller could choose to travel by 
either air;  f i r s t  class ra i l ;  seccnd class ra i l  or car. Although 
it m s  expected mst respondents muld not regard travel by car 
as a viable option; this mode was inclded for canpleteness. A 
fixed lunp sun of EL00 was 'given' for travel expenses; whilst 
'other' expnses were said to be fully reinibmed. If travel 
costs were mre  (less) than £100 the traveller t\as told he/she 
muld have to pay the extra (could keep the difference). We 
assune the traveller muld not expect to pay tax m any 'wirdfall 
incane' . 
Each of the four pnnitted travel modes ms described by the 
round t r i p  travel cost; and the journey start and finish times 
(see Figure 1). Differences in start and finish t imes betwan 
mcdes accomted for differences in both main mode travel times 
and access/egress t i m e s .  Given this infomnaticn; the traveller 
was then asked to rank the 4 d e s  h order of preference; w i t h  a 
rank of 1 being associated with the most preferred mode and a 
rank of 4 associated w i t h  the least preferred mode. Each 
respndent vas asked to do 12 of these ranking exercises (see 
Fppendix 1 for the fu l l  set  of ranking exercises). 
G3st Leave Arrive Rank 
£ hane hane 
...... Pir 80 07.00 18.30 
..... R a i l  1st 75 06.30 20.00 
. . . . .  R a i l  2nd 50 06.30 20.00 
...... Car 40 05.30 20.30 
.............................................................. ...-..... 
2. Design- of - the- ranking- Experiment 
It was how that respxdents muld answer the ranking exercise 
by trading differences in  cost against differences in time amy 
fram haw?; the inconvenience of start times and any ather 
perceived differences betwen the services offered by the 4 
modes. The experiment was designed by setting the start times and 
total journey times; which together determined the finish times. 
Levels of the time and cost variables were chosen so that the 
data muld identify a reasonably wide range of time valuations. 
An ortkgonal design (Winer(l971)) was not considered pss ib le  
because of the constraints m s e d  by the following 2 'real l i fe '  
considerations : 
i) Travel times by f i r s t  and second class ra i l  should be equal; 
unless W were to canplicate the analysis by having frequent 
first class d y  trains. 
ii) The cost of f i r s t  class ra i l  should be about 50% greater 
than the cost of second class rai l ;  as is usually the case 
during the bwiness peak. As in (i) W wished to keep our 
hypkhetical options as close as possible to travellers' 
actual experiences. 
In order to ensure the experiment could identify a wide range of 
values of t h ;  ' is-utility' or boundary values of time were 
calculated for each mcdal canparison. An iso-utility or homdary 
value of time is the value of time a t  which an individual muld 
be indifferent betmen a given pair of modes. (see Pppendix 2 
for a fuller explanation of this aproach to experimental 
design). Table 1 contains the 'iso-utility' values of time for 
the experiment calculated assuming the ut i l i ty  derived &an medal 
attributes other than cost and time is m. The table s b w s  
that there is a wide range of boundary va les .  The intention MS 
t o  allow £or a wide range of in-vehicle values of time; together 
w i t h  a wide range of variability in v a l d o n s  of factors other 
than cost and time. The effect of these others factors is 
captured by Alternative Specific &nstants (PSCs) inclded in 
model calibrations; where they represent the uti l i ty  gain (or 
loss) of; say, flying as opposed to travelling by f i r s t  class 
rail; assuning the costs and times are identical for both modes. 
Attribute values m e  primarily chosen so that &ices betwen 
air; and f i r s t  and second class ra i l  carered a wide range of 
houndary v a l e s  of time. Travel by car was not expcted to be a 
serious option for mst respondents because of the length of the 
hypothetical journey. Any aversion to the use of car means the 
boundary values given in  colunns 1; 4 and 5 of Table 1 are biased 
upnlards . 
In this section W discuss the interpretation of the results 
obtained f m  the ranking experiment. As was said abave; the 
expriment vias designed in the expctation that respondents muld 
rank modes by trading off cost against ather modat attributes and 
thus reveal a valm of travel time savings. 
In practice business travellers are not generally given a fixed 
lunp sun to pay for their travel costs. Rather an employr 
usually either issues the traveller w i t h  a ticket or rehburses 
the traveller for all travel costs after the t r ip  has been ma3e 
(see Ebwkes; Johnsm a ~ 3  Marks(1985 ) ) . Thus ; whenever the 
traveller b s  have same discretion wer the travel mcde used for 
a long distance business trip; cost is unlikely to be a major 
factor inflencing his/her decision. Non-cost attributes; such as 
journey time; convenience of start time and ability to mrk 
&il& travelling , have been f o d  to be more imprtant 
determinants of mode choice (Marks(1986a)). Cbst is ; bwever, 
likely to be relevant to the employer &en deciding &ich mcdes 
the traveller can use for a pr t icular  t r ip  (cr for trips in 
Question Air vs car Air vs R 1  A i r  vs R2 R 1  vs car R2 vs car 
m. 
.............................. - ...- - ................. .- ............. ........ - ... 
10 11.1 15.0 17.5 '20.0 40.0 
11 13.3 5.0 30.0 17.5 5.0 
12 13.8 10.0 22.5 17.5 5.0 
.......................................................................................... 
* Negative va l e s  of time occur whenever the clmice i s  daninated 
by one mode i . e  the cheaper option is the faster. Positive 
infinite v a l e s  of time occur ujhenever there is no difference in 
travel times and so ; a l l  else being equal; one muld chose the 
cheaper mode. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
................................................................ 
general). N&classical econcmic theacy suggests the anployer's 
willingness to reimburse £or travel on a given mode w i l l  depend 
on the value of the extra output generated by saving travel time. 
Hence; one muld expc t  higher paid enploq~es to be permitted to 
use faster; more canfortable (i .e.  mare exps ive)  travel modes. 
Suppr t  £or this hypothesis ccrnes fmn our survey of 
organisations' travel policies; reported in Ebtkes and Marks 
(1985) ; 
tjhat all this means is that; in general; observed mode choices 
are the result of an interaction between decisions made by bath 
employers and business travellers. The answers to our ranking 
exferiment are mlikely to reflect this interaction. Father the 
values of time derived £ran the ranking experiment measure the 
v a l e s  travellers place on spending an additional mit  of time 
either mrkim~ or in sane leisure activity; relative to spending 
the time travelling. 'Ibis value is a measure of the gain to the 
traveller fmn r e d ~ i n g  travel time as distinct Eran any gains in 
output h i c h  may accrue to the employer. m e e r ;  it seems likely 
the traveller w i l l  make his/her travel choices taking account of 
the i m p &  these w i l l  have on his/her ability to wxk a t  the 
business meeting. If this is the case the values of time reported 
below will inc1t.de the valw of a 'pxxiwtivity effect' ; the 
benefits of which w i l l  accrue to the employer; through increased 
output, and possibly also to the emplop.?; through better career 
prospects. 
In the context of our stated preference expriment it was 
expected that respondents muld be substituting travel time far 
leisure time; hecause time savings accrued either early in the 
m i n g  (kfore  0730) or in the evening (after 1800); i.e. 
outside ' nonnal' work hours. Cslly 1% of our respndents normally 
started work &£ore 0730; and 19% of the EChlL and 13% of the ORM 
sanples nonnally finished wmk a£ter 1800. Hence the value of 
time estimates vie have estimated are interpreted as  the valw of 
substituting travel time for leisure t h .  The theoretical model 
£ran &ich this valw is derived is a utilitymaximizing model 
of consuner choice; in which an individual chooses one travel 
male in preference to &er in order to maximise his/her 
u t i l i ty  (minimise disutility) of travel (B Serpa(1973)) . That 
is; i f  the (indirect) ut i l i ty  of travel by mode m for individml 
k is given by: 
KU = f  ( A ) + e  
mk k m  k 
*ere; A are the attributes of mode m; 
m 
e is a randan error caused by randan variations in 
k behaviour 
then; male i is  preferred to mode j i f  
W assume 1) the errors e are independent and identically 
k 
distributed w i t h  a m u l t i n a n i a l  lcgit  
distribution. 
2) f ( .) is a linear function of the attributes A . 
k m 
Wimun likelihmd estimates of the parameters of f (.) are 
k 
obtained blow (see Maddala (1983) for a canp.ehensive discussion 
of multinanial lcgit  models) . 
Before analysing the ranking data we f i r s t  checM &ether the 
respndents anshered the experiment ' sensibly' and whether they 
traded off cost and time; or ranked modes on the basis of cnly 
one of these attributes. 
Although the presence of unquantified mode specific attributes 
means that seemingly 'inconsistent' responses may in fact he the 
result of perfectly rational behaviour; it is pss ib le  to 
identify tw cases in which a respmdent has made an irrational 
choice. 
i) In questians 5; 6 and 8; any person who h s e  1st class ra i l  
over travel by a&; prefers it despite a penalty of £30-£35 
and of 2 4  hours. ?his is totally inconsistent w i t h  
choosing a i r  to save 0.5-1 hour a t  a penalty of $A0 i n  
questions 3 and 4 (see PJ?pendix 1 for the stated preference 
questions). 
ii) In questicm 10 a &reference for car wer f i r s t  or second 
class rail shows a strong aversion to travel by rail. This 
muld not be consistent w i t h  chcosing ra i l  in pceference to 
car in question 9; where r a i l  is mre  expensive than car and 
kkh rides have the same journey time; 
W e  checked the data for occurrences of the alxrve 2 situations aru3 
found only 4 respndents in each sample gave 'irrational' 
choices. 'Ihese people m e  excluded £ran the data used in model 
estimaticms reprted in the next section. 
?he data fran the ranking exercise w i l l  clearly be of l i t t l e  
value i f  a large proporticn of respmdents did not trade off time 
and cost when deciding their rankings. We were; therefore; 
interested to find out how many people apwared to: 
. . 
i) Alwiys rank modes cm the basis of time alone; i .e. had a 
very high value of time: 
. . 
ii) Alwiys rank mdes on the basis of cost alone; i.e. had a 
very low value of time: 
iii) Always gave the same ranking i.e. considered attributes 
other than time and cost to be overwhelmingly imprkant .  
As Table 2 show m e  of the EXML and only 6 of the ORCU sample 
gave rankiqs on the basis of only cost or time. This suggests 
the experimental design was adequate; in  the sense that almost 
a l l  respndents' values of time could be identified by the data. 
order on cost Order cm time same 
alone* alone* rankings* 
* only respndents w i t h  2 or more sets of rankings were 
counted here. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........ 
18 of the MlML and 30 of the OFxN respondents gave the same 
ordering of modes for a l l  of the ranking exercises they answered; 
Looking in m e  detail a t  this data W fomd that in each sample 
appr?ximately half of these respondents gave the ranking 1234 
(i.e. a i r  = l; 1st ra i l  = 2; 2nd ra i l  = 3; car = 4).  One could 
either interpret this as meaning cost considerations are 
daninated by the v a l e  placed m short journey time and canfbrt; 
or that these p l e  did not take the ranking exercise se+usly 
and alnays wrate down the most obvious answer; i.e. 1234. Sane 
support for the former explanation canes £ran the observation 
+&at a relatively large proprtion of respondents tdm almys 
answered 1234 earned &20;000 or mre  per annun (43% canpared with 
25% the ccmplete BCML sample and 15% in the canplete ORCN 
smnple) . Nevertheless; W decided to r m e  respm3ents wfio 
almys gave the same answer &an the sample &cause it thas still 
not clear they- had taken the ranking exercise seriously. 
Rmoving these respondents &cm the sample resulted in a slight 
reduction in the value of t h e  estimates. 
Further indication of the imprtance of factors other than time 
and cost in  determining rankings canes fran exanination of those 
choice situations vhere; on cost and time grounds alone; one mde 
daninates another. ( W e  here W exdude canparisons of f i r s t  
and second class ra i l ) .  Eight such situations mur in the data 
and in Table 3 W give the nunbers of people tdm gave 
'contradictory' answrs; i.e. b s e  the dcminated mode. lhese 
data suggest W should expect a modal bias in favour of travel by 
ra i l  in preference to travel. by car; ujllich is hardly surprising 
given the length of the hypthetical journey (i.e. 600 miles). 
Question 6 Car dcminates R l  
R2 
Question 9 Car danhates R 1  
R2 
Question 5 Air daninates R1 
Question 8 Air dcminates Rl 
guestion 7 R2 dcminates car 
guestion 3 R 2  daninates car 
.-...... .............................. 
To smar i se ,  almost a l l  respondents £ran h t h  samples appear to 
have answered the stated preference exercise as was intended; 
with time and cost attributes being traded and with very few 
irrational choices being made. Responses thougM likely to  have 
arisen other than in the expcted way have been remwed £ran the 
data used for model calibrations. 
The exploded logit technique was used to analyse the ranked data 
(Chapnan and Staelin (1982) ) . The software used to perform the 
estimations was an augmented version of the Australian Research 
Emrd' s Basic Logit (BLCGIT) package (Crittle and Johnson (1980)) 
provided by John Bates. Because this package uses a large amomt 
of disk space when analysing ranked data; W were only able to 
perform estimations on subsets of each of the ORW and EKML 
sanples. Fmn each sanple he drew a randan subset canprisirq 
the stated preference answers of every second respondent vim gave 
'rational' rankirqs; and who supplied incane and occupation data. 
Separate mcdels m e  estimated £or the EI=ML and mm subsamples. 
Searching for an appropriate model specificaticn; W started w i t h  
a simple time and cost d e l  and added variables vhich gave a 
statistically significant improvanent in the f i t  of the model; a t  
the 5% level. To perform this tes t  he usused the Cki-squared test  
s tat is t ic  for nested models i.e. 2 ( U ; ( M  ) - l L ( M  1) 
k k+l 
where M = model w i t h  k explanatay variables 
k 
M = model w i t h  k+l explanatory variables 
k+l 
=(M) = log-likelihood of model M 
The variables we f i r s t  considered adding to the model ware as 
follows : 
~~ start d m i e s  El;  E2; E3 and E4 here :  
E l  = 1 i f  start before 0600 
0 i f  otherwise 
E2 = 1 i f  start before 0630 
0 i f  otherwise 
E3 = 1 i f  start before 0700 
0 i f  otherwise 
E4 = 1 i f  s tar t  before 0730 
0 i f  otherwise 
We did not experiment w i t h  d m i e s  Tor arriving h e  late because 
the time a t  which the traveller arrives athane is a function of 
the start time and journey time. Althoqh valuss of the early 
start time d m i e s  w i l l  be related to the l q t h  of time spent 
away £ran hane; we thoqht there was prntobably enough variability 
in the relationship betwen these 2 variables across the 
different ranking exercises to avoid serious problems due to 
multi-mllinearity. 
Use of El;E2;E3;E4 is edva l en t  to attaching different 
coefficients to time savings a t  different times in the mning 
(see Appendix 3). To calculate the disutility of an additional 
minute of travel time bhen this time occurs; say betwen 0600 and 
0629; the estimated coefficient of E2 shauld be multiplied by 2; 
added to the estimated time coefficient; and the sun divided by 
60 ( in  regressions t h e  was measured in hours). 
Tables 4 and 5 contain the estimation results for our in i t ia l  
model specification search. Taking f i r s t  the MML data; w have 
that the addition of E l  t o  the simple time,cost mcdel is 
associated w i t h  a sizeable reduction in the absolute value of the 
time coefficient; ~ l e  other coefficient valws are relatively 
stable ( W e 1  B; Table 4).  The coefficient of E l  is 
statistically significant ( a t  the 5% level) and; as the Chi- 
v e d  statistics in Table 6 shm; the inclusion of E l  in the 
model leads to a significant impwenent in the model f i t .  
Additional travel t h e  before 0600 clearly yields a large m u n t  
of disutility : it is approximately £our times as large as the 
disutility of the sane munt of additional travel time muring 
later i n  the day (see Appendix 3). 
Addition of E2 t o  model B gives model C and a further significant 
( a t  the 5% level) h~a:wanent in model f i t .  There is no gain i n  
mcdel f i t  fmn adding E3 to model C ( M e 1  D ) .  
-1 E is model 
C less ~l and canprison of the lcg~likelihoods for these tm 
d e l s  show6 that model E performs better i.e. the dunny variable 
E2 (starting before 0630) captures the negative effects of an 
early star t  time. Reductions in travel time occuring before 0630 
are valued a t  approximately four times the rate of an equivalent 
time saving occuring later in the day. 
Estimations using the ORGN data gave similar results to those 
obtained with the MML data. The major difference being that; in 
the case of the ORGN data the dumny variable E l ;  and not E2; was 
the only start time durnry to give a significant impmvement in  
model f i t .  Again time saviqs early in the morning are valued 
much more (approximately 350%) than the equivalent time savings 
muring later in the day. 
Imking a t  the results £or our preferred models ( M e 1  E for the 
MML data and M e 1  B for the ORGN data) 'in more detail; all mode 
specific constants are ps i t ive ;  indicating a bias amy £ran 
travel by car. Also this bias is largest in the case of f i r s t  
class rai l .  These results are as expbed given the relative 
levels of canfort of the 4 modes. 
Estimated valms of time are relatively high for all models and 
this is caused in part by the early departure times for travel by 
sane modes ; in  particular ; £or travel by car. m e  it could be 
argued are capturing an aversion to travel by car w i t h  the 
star t  time d m i e s ;  in regressions vhich excluded the ranked data 
for car (not shown) the coefficients of the start time d w i e s  
w e  even larger than those obtained fran the cnnplete data sets. 
Renenbering that our sanple canprises people w i t h  abuve average 
inmnes; h w i l l  probably want to arrive a t  their bwiness 
meeting feeling alert;  the value of time estimates in Tables 4 
and 5 do not seem unreasonably large. Brad1ey;Marks and 
Wardman(l986) found long distance rail travellers making leisure 
trips with incanes greater than 210;000 per annun had estimated 
values of time of a t  least 6 p/min. 
In the ranking exercise expaditwe wer £100 came out of the 
traveller's pocket; while expenditure belm .£l00 came fran the 
hypathetical travel a l lowce .  - It was hoped respondents muld 
treat these tm sources of money identically. To tes t  this we 
introdwed a cost excess variable; CL; into the estimations; 
where CL was defined as: 
CL = travel cost- Sl00; i f  cost > a 0 0  
= W O ,  atherwise 
If CL has a m&zero coefficient then our exferiment w i l l  have 
failed to get respondents to answer questions as i f  they were 
using their a ~ n  m e y .  In the event CL did have a non-zero 
coefficient for estimations on both data sets (see i)ppendix 4) ; 
Mwer;  the introdmtion of cost excess variables w i t h  
(arbitrarily chosen) thresholds a t  £50 and £75 resulted in the 
coefficient of CL becaning insignificantly different £run zero; 
thus confirming that respondents did treat the hypothetical 
travel allowance as i f  it was their m m e y .  
'Ihe thresholds a t  250 and 275 wre  significant for the ECML 
data; thi le  d y  the threshold a t  £75 was significant for the 
ORGN data ( m e l s  F and G; Table 7 ) .  'Ihese results suggested a 
=-linear cost effect was a t  mrk in the data. 'Ihis was perhaps 
to have been expected given the cost differences between modes in 
the stated ~ e f e r e n c e  experiment wre  generally not &l (often 
in excess of WO). Large cost changes w i l l  have a nori-marginal 
effect on respondents' incanes and hence their marginal u t i l i ty  
of incane could be exl3ected to be an increasina function of 
~ ~ 
travel costs.  enshe her-and ~owiere(l983) obtain& a quadratic 
effect for international a i r  travel; where again cost differences 
betwen options are large.) Ws therefore added a quadratic cost 
term t o  models E and B for the ECML and ORGN data; respectively 
(see d e l  H; Table 7 ) .  
W e - 4  
Resule-of-Eswms-'dW-ECML-Data-Us*-SW-The-mies 
(Standard errors i n  krackets) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - . - - . - .. - - - .. - - - .. - .. - - . - . . 
MCDEL 
ASC a i r  
ASC r a i l  l 
ASC r a i l  2 
Time 
Rho;-& .4180 -4187 -4190 .4190 .4188 
squared 
W- -5396.55 -5389.43 -5385.75 -5385.42 -5387 ; 87 
likelihood 
value of Time 
( p / m h )  
Before 0600 
0630 to 0659 
After 0659 
Table - 5 1 
(Standard errors in brackets) 
ASC - Air 1.867 1.803 1.793 
(0.116) (0.117) (0.117) 
ASC - Rail 1 2.039 1.849 1; 826 
(0.072) (01086) (0,089) 
ASC - Rail 2 1.524 . 1.308 1,304 
(0.059) (0.08l) (0.081) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
............................................................. 
Cbst -0.033 -0.034 -0.034 
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 
Time 
3-3- -5774.6 -5767.43 -5766.44 
likelihood 
........................................................................................... 
V a l u e s  of Time 
(p lmin)  
Before  0600 
After 0629 15.52 14i68 
(1.65) (1.90) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.......................................................... 
2. O m  Data 
A vs B 
B vs C 1.98 
mate: In each case one degree of freedan is gained or lost and 
the critical v a l ~  of the Chi-equared statistic w i t h  me 
degree of freedan a t  the 5% level is 3.84 
In both cases the quadratic cost tenn is higliLy significant and 
the linear cost term loses s%gnifjcan&; -thowh only just in the 
case of the ORX data. The quadratic cost d e l  fits the KML 
data almost as w a l l  as the m x k l  with thresholds a t  £50 and £75. 
A l l  £urther modelling on this data set was; therefore; performed 
ass* a quadratic cost effect. Note that m i n g  the linear 
cost tenn does not significantly redwe the explanatory pm of 
the model (colurms 2 and 3; Table 7) . In the case of the ORW 
data the model with the S75 threshold performs slightly better 
than the model w i t h  the quadratic cost term (canpare the log- 
likelihoods for models G and H; Table 7 ) .  Hower; because there 
are good a priori reasons (see w e )  for expecting a continuous 
rather than a discrete =-linear effect; the quadxatic 
formulation seaned more appropriate. Dropping the linear cost 
tenn fran H e 1  H gives a significant loss in the explanatory 
pwer of the model and hence; both the linear and quadratic cost 
terns m e  retained for &dner analysis of the ORX data set. 
Thus model I for the MML data and Model H for the ORGN data are 
our ~e fe r r ed  models. The average valms of time ( fbr time 
S after 0629) h-an these tm models are almost the sane: 
5x the KML data and 11. €@/m& for the ORCN data. 
Next wa exanined the stability of the estimated cost and time 
parameters across different sample segments. In W i c u l a r  ; wa 
wsre interested in finding out h t h e r  these paraneters varied 
according to respndents' inccmes and mrk lnurs. me 
utility theory of consuner choice; which mderlies our estimated 
mcdels; suggests the oost coefficient; and hence the marginat 
uti l i ty  of i m e  (for a given cost) ; w i l l  decrease as inMne 
increases. To test  this hypothesis W allowd. the cost 
coefficient to vary across the four incane groups : GSl0; 000 
p.a. : £l0;001-£l5;000 p.a. : £l5;001-;E20;000 p.a. : $20;001+ p.a. 
Ebr the ECMLdata this was done by constructing a different cost 
variable for each of the four incane groups; that is cost 
variable is partitioned by incane (see mte of Time (1936) ; 
Judge; H i l l ;  Griffiths; Utkephl  and be(1982 ) ) . Allowing this 
variation in  the cost coefficient gives a substantial; 
statistically significant improvenent in model f i t .  The cost 
mefficierrts differ significantly (tjhen q r i r q  adjacent incane 
groups) and decrease ( in  absolute value) as incane increases. 
Valu? of time estimates increase by a £actor of 2.4 hen m w i q  jixm the battan to the top incane group i.e. range £ran 
approximately 8p/min to 19p/min. 
Ebr the O K X  data constraints +sed by mpl t ing resources 
meant it was not possible to partition each of the tm cost 
coefficients by the 4 incane groqs. Tb get aromd this problem 
each of the tm cost terns was divided by the median incane £or 
fhe four incame groups: D-1OK; MO-15K; M5-20K; This is 
equivalent to impsing the crmstraint that valtes of time are 
linearly related t o  incane. Althoqh this constraint was rejected 
by the KML data; W fomd imp3sing a linear incane umstraint on 
the cost coefficients £or the ORGN data gave better results than 
the alternative solution of im~~s ing  the constraint that the 
relative size of the cost coefficients (i.e. of cost arid. cost 
squared) be the same for each of the four h a m e  groups. 
Dividing the cost coefficients by incane does give a significant 
improvanent in model f i t ;  a c e  again supporting the i-rypothesis 
that values of time are positively related t o  incane. values of 
time increase &an 8.8p/mh; 60r responaents in the bttan i m e  
group; t o  25p/min for the top incane group. 
In addition to the i-e effect on the cost cuefficient; it 
could a lm be hypthesised that people w i t h  high incanes have 
less spare time than others; hecause they spend more time 
=king; in &ich case the marginal ut i l i ty  of time should ke 
o?xerved t o  increase with incane. A more direct tes t  of this 
hypothesis could be carried out by allowing the time aoefficient 
to vary by hours eked;  rather than by the proxy variable 
incuue. W approach here was to use the sm of time normally 
spent a t  wark plus  tine spent carmuting each day as an indicator 
of the severity of an individml's time constraints. This sum W 
refer to as the length of the wmk day. Ccnmutirg time was added 
to burs mrked as this seemed to give a better indication; than 
just hours waked; of the at~utrt of ' eee '  time each individual 
had available for leisure activites. Fbr sane people this will 
rnderestimate the munt of wark done; because lack of relevant 
data means our mesure does not take accomt of m k  done a t  
eekends or differences in holidays. In both sanples incane and 
Length of wnrk day are ; as expcted; correlated; w i t h  higher 
incanes being associated w i t h  longer wmk days (Table 8) . 
We also had data cm *ether respondents mked fixed burs ;  
. . flexitime or variable hours (i.e. until the job has done). 
Sxpenting the time coefficient by these 3 types of: W k  hours 
gave a pxrer  explanation of the data than that obtained with 
the segmentation by length of wrk day. 
Firstly; the results obtained £ran segnenting the time 
coefficient by the length of the mrk day (Tables 9 and 10) show; 
for bath data sets; the addition of this segnentaticm gives a 
significant hpovenmt in model f i t .  For the KML sample cmly 
people w i t h  a wcark day of mre than 10.5 hours have a 
significantly larger marginal ut i l i ty  of time than the rest of 
the smple; while for the ORGN sanple people w i t h  wcark days of 
less than9.5hours ; 9.5to 10.5hours and cwer 10.5hours a l l  
have significantly different marginal u t i l i t ies  of time. ?he 
results are cdnsistent with the hypothesis that pople w i t h  
langer m k  days are more time constrained/have less leisure time 
than others; and hence have higher marginal ut i l i t ies  of time. 
Seccmdly; segnenting the time coefficient by incane gives 
evidence of a strong positive relationship tetwen inarne and the 
marginal ut i l i ty  of time; and hence the valw of time. Although 
in samples the model f i t  is good; the insignificance of the 
value of time estimate for incanes less than ;E10;000 p.a. throws 
sane doubt cm the appro~iateness of the inoane segmentation. We 
therefore tested whether the inmne secpnentaticm is best applied 
to cost or M cost and time; baring in  mind that econanic 
thetxy suggests only the marginal ut i l i ty  of money; and not the 
marginal ut i l i ty  of time; should vary with inane. In 
estimations on the ORGN data; adding the incane segnentaticm cm 
time to that cm cost gave m significant *wan& in model f i t  
and; consistent with this; time coefficients for the different 
incane groups were not significantly different ( see m l e  11 ) . 
By contrast; for the MML data .there was a noticeable impwvenent 
in model f i t  *en the incane segmentation cm time W added to 
Ulat on cost; and the time coefficients £or the different incane 
groups were significantly different . tJ,ether i m e  here is 
pmxying for another variable; such as the amunt of leisure time 
or the severity of time constraints; is explored later in this 
secticm . 
Table 7 : Estmbm Results for M3dels with Wulear Cast 
"TEdml errors i n  brackets) 
Model Model Model W1 M3d?l W1 
F H I G H I 
ASC - AIR 
ASC - R1 
ASC - R2 
MST 
COSTxWST 
mT>m 
WST ) £75 
TIE 
E l  
E2 
V a l u e  of T h  12.7 12.1 11.6 16.8 11.8 12.0 
p/min (at aver- (2.5) (2.0) (2.1) (2.5) (2.5) (1.9) 
mst of £63.25) 
* Imiwficantly different fmn zero a t  tk 5% level. 
Table-8 -a-of-mrk-Day-by-Inme 
(% of respondents in each incune group) 
Mmber 
Respondents 71 
ORGN 
i: 9 
- 
24 
9 - 9.5 34 
Ncnnher 
Respondents 
64 
80 
69 
57 
39 
70 
379 
Bringing together the above results; f i r s t  for the ElCML data; we 
have that the cost coefficient varies significantly w i t h  incane 
and the valw of the time e f f i c i e n t  depends cm the respondent' S 
incane and lergth of m k  day. Ornbining the incane segnentatian 
cm the cost coefficient w i t h  the length of mrk day segmentation 
on time results in  the value of time estimates listed in colunn 4 
of mble 9. (Here working 0-9.5 hours and 9.5 - 10.5 hours wre  
aaalgaaated into a single category; because their coefficient 
estimates m e  not significantly different in earlier m s  .) 
'Pnis made1 gives a significantly better f i t  to the data than 
either of the d e l s  containing only me of the tm 
segnentations; and £&hemre; a l l  coefficient estimates renain 
significantly different. Next; allowing the time e f f i c i e n t  to 
also vary by incane gives a further imprwanent in model f i t ;  as 
measured by the Rho-har squared statistic;  and the time 
coefficients m w  differ significantlyby both incane and l e q t h  
of the work day (mlunn 5; Table 9) .  Thus; it muld appear that 
people with high incanes have a greater marginal ut i l i ty  of time 
than others £or sane reason wer and abate the fact that cm 
average they have less ' free' the. One ~ s s i b l e  xplanation may 
ba that richer pople do more enjoyable things w i t h  their leisure 
time because they can &ford to buy better quality leisure 
services . 
We may also ba picking up the effect of habit an mode choice. For 
i f  respondents answered the ranking questions w i t h  a bias 
towards the travel mades they noml ly  used cm business trips; 
then higher paid respndents muld be expcted to give a higher 
rank to travel by a i r  than other respondents. (Travel by a i r  had 
the lomst travel time in a l l  1 2  ranking exercises). Cbnfinning 
this; inane was significantly correlated ( a t  the 1% level) w i t h  
the (average) rank given to travel by air; w i t h  richer 
respdents  giving on average a higher rank. In the ORGN data 
the (average) rank given to travel by air has cnly =akly 
correlated with incane (not significant a t  the 10% level). 
Taking individmls w i t h  i m e s  less than or equal to &10;C00 
p.a. and whose mrk day is 10.5 hours cic less as a base; our 
valm of time estimates £or the B3lL data suggest the following 
rating factors should be applied to the 'base group' values of 
time: 
sesment Factor 
Length of W k  By: 
< 9.5 hours 
9.5-10.5 hours 
> 10.5 hours 
fncane : fo-iOM (median £7. B()  1.0 
ao -~SK (mdian £12.9() 1.9 
a5-2OK (median f l 7 K )  
> SOK (mdian £24.5K ) 
That is; i f  a person has an incane of b e t e n  $30;000 and &15;000 
per annun and a mrk day of m e  than 10.5 hours; then their 
value of time is 380% (2.0 X 1;9) times that for saneone in the 
base group (i.e. h s e  incane is £10; 000 ca. less and those m k  
day is 9.5 hours or less) . 
For the O W  data; wa have fomd that the cost coefficients 
differ significantly by incane and the value of the time 
coefficient depends cm the length of the wrk day. Ckmbining 
these tm sources of coefficient variation in a single model 
gives the valw of time estimates listed in the las t  colunn of 
Table 10. Note this model f i t s  the data mmh better than models 
crmtaining cnly cme of the tm sources of coefficient variation. 
A s  with the E(ML data; we can derive ra thg  factors fm 
individmls w i t h  different inme/length of m k  day 
characteristics. The base sanple fraction row canprises 
individmls those incanes are £10; 000 ca. less and h s e  m k  day 
is  less than 9.5 hours. ?he rating factors one should apply to 
v a l ~  of time estimates for this base group are: 
Length of W k  my: 
< 9.5 hours 
9.5-10.5 hours 
> 10.5 hours 
a-10K (median 28. X )  1.0 
fl0-15K (median £11 8K) 1.4 
fl5-20K (median 217.1K) 2.1 
> &OK (median 624.X) 2.9 
Differences betwen the results for the tm samples are to be 
expected as result of sapling errors and differences in the 
methods used to collect the samples. lhe EXML sample has dram 
fran a ppulat im of business trips; while the ORGN sanple was 
dram frm a ~ p p l l a t i m  of business travellers. MML respondents 
made business trips more frequently than the ORGN respden ts  and 
so me muld expct  any 'Uit' effects to h m e  pmnotnced in 
the former sanple . This muld appear to be the case ; i f  ( as 
discussed above) me interprets the effect of incane m the time 
ccefficients in models estimated w i t h  the ECML data as a habit 
effect . 
Lastly; wa estimated a d e l  in &ich the time ccefficient ms 
allowd to vary by travel mode; but fomd no significant 
differences in  the time coefficient estimates. Note that the 
design of our stated preference expriment mly  allow testing 
for the difference between the marginal ut i l i ty  of a i r  travel 
time and the marginal ut i l i ty  of rail travel time: in the 
experiment travel times for car were constant; and travel times 
for f i r s t  and second class ra i l  were the same. 
Table 9 V a l e  of - Time Estimates. Allming.Cost and -Time Coefficients 
to Vary by I r m n e ' d  Work , . Ha,=-.. bta ip/-)" 
(Standard ermrs in brackets)' 
. . . .  . ~ . .  . ~ . .  . . .  > ~ . .  . . . .  . . 
. 
I T I 
Y E T  A L LE% ," E'Tm 
CNTIFE DAY CNTM DAY CN T I E  
.~ . ........ .. . .  
1 ~
(1136) (2.46) (1:38) (1.60) 
£10-15K 10.15 11.42 8.42 12.02 
(1.69) - (2.19) (1.74) (1.46) 
£15-2a( 15.95 27.m 12.55 
(2.66) (2.33) (2.64) 
E B K  19.34 30.07 15.39 26.25 
. . .~  ..... 
Work kurs ) 10.5 13.01 12.82 
M O K  (1.58) (1.74) 
WorkLpto 
9.5 hours 
Work 9.5 
10.5/2 kurs 
Work 210.5 hous 
No. 2015 201 5 201 5 201 5 2015 
cbservaticm 
. , . . . . , ~  . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . , . . .  . .  . .  .... ~ . .  
7 
* A l l  v a l e s  of time are for time savings after 0600 a d  are evalmted at the 
aver- cost of travel m the stated preference ewrim?nt, i.e.%3.25. 
.<. . 
W1.e'lO Va1.E-of-Time Estwes-Allowing-Cost-&'The-Csefficiats-to-vary 
by-Inme-and-Vark~Hoclrs --ORCN-Data-(p/mbin)* 
(Standard errors in brackets) 
TTxmE X C M E  mm OF I N C a  ON r n T  
ONCOST (3N TIME WORK W Y  LENGTH @ WORK 
ON TIME DRY m TIME 
. .. .- . 
0-£10K 8.80 3.18 6.79 
(1.22) (2.13) (1.33) 
ELO-15K 12.54 10 43 9.64 
(1.74) (2.w) (1.88) 
&15-20K i8 .U  13.92 
(2.52) 17.37 (2.72) 
25.84 (4.19) 1 9 . s  
(3.60) (3.88) 
.- ...................................... *. 
work murs >9.5 
£0-1OK 10.26 
(3.83) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
....................................................................... 
W?rk up t o  5.11 
9.5 hours (1.88) 
F k  9;5 14.17 
10.5 hours (1.95) 
W k  10.5 17.53 
c l-ours (2.1) 
....... " ............................ " ... 
~ ( 0 )  -9314.51 -9314.51 -9314.51 -9314. 51 
m 
Likelihood -5447.18 -5462.80 -5469 ; 00 -5438.57 
........................................................................................................... 
No. 2212 2212 2212 2212 
observations 
.......................................................... ............. 
* A l l  valms of time are for  time savings after 0530 and are e v a l ~ t e d  
a t  the average cost of travel in the stated preference experiment; i.e.fi3.25. 
Table- l1 Results "of "Segmentiulg.-Co&--and..Tlme-Coe£f ickents-by-~ncane 
(Standard errors in brackets) 
S E m M I O N S  INCm INCCME ON INCCME INCOvlE ON 
(X4 COST COSC +TIME CNCOST COSr+TIME 
...................... .......................... . 
=-Air l. 746 1.799 1.793 1.804 
(0.126 ) . (0.126) (0.117) (0.118) 
=-R1 1.917 1.989 2.262 1.921 
(0.036) (0.092) (0.076) (0.087) 
=-R2 1.602 1.594 1.610 1,329 
(0.070 ) (0.087) (0.062) (0.032) 
2 
COST 0-£lOK -0.00039 4.00035 CCGT/y 4.107 -0 j 116 
(0.00002) (0.00002) 2 (0.048) (0.048) 
&to-15K 4.00031 4.00031 -T/Y 4.0023 4.0023 
(0. 00001) (0.00001) (0.0003) (0.0003) 
£l5-20K -0.00020 -0.00023 
(0.00001 (0.00001l 
....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...-.... 
TIME 0-£10K '0.135 -0.281 
(0.051) (0.041) 
£lO-15K -0.243 -0.236 -0.256 -0.256 
(0.041) (0.042) (0.034) (0.037) 
>£15K -0 438 4.246 
(0.041) (0.037) 
L(0) -8630.96 -8630.96 -9314151 -93141 51 
Log- 4832.03 4815.78 -5447.18 '5446.41 
Likelihood 
.... 
Behavioural v a l e  of time estimates for UK long distance bminess 
travellers have been derived by 3 othez studies: University of 
Leeds (1971): University of Southampton (1971): Steer; Davis and 
Glewe(SCG) (1981) .* Warctnan (1986) has estjmated values of time 
for short distance (less than 25 miles cme way) business 
travellers. We have m e r t e d  the estimates fran these studies 
to 1984 va l e s  by inflatirag or deflating by the relevant charge 
in average full-time earnings; as measured by the New Earnings 
Survey (Department of Bnployment(l984)) ( see l%le 12) . 
amparison of these values &%&our results are similar to those 
obtained by SIX: and Mversi ty of S o a p t o n .  Also most studies 
find business travellers value time swings a t  much higher rates 
than leisure travellers. The me excepticm to this is wardman 
trho found leisure and business travellers; making urban car 
journep across the River Qne; had approximately the same v a l e s  
of time. lhe law business values of time obtained in this s t d y  
may be explained by the alternative use of the time savings. 
Urban travellers making a short business t r i p  are likely to use 
travel time savings £or wrk; whereas long distance business 
travellers are m e  likely to use travel time savings £or leisure 
plrlpses; and hence these time savings are of greater valw. 
Wle-12 value-of- Time' Esthates- for- ~usiness-wavellers 
(1984 prices) 
Valuz of Time for B t i o  of Business to 
Business Travellers Leisure Travellers' 
Valw of TLre 
(&proximate WLES) 
University of beds  (1971) 30-50% of I.bxly 3 - 5  
musebld Incane 
University of Southampton 10.5 p/mh n.a. 
(1971) 
Steer; Davies and Gleave 9; 5 p/min 
(1981) 
This Study: Ea"n 11 : 6p/min 
ORCN 11. & / m h  
*This estimate a s  obtained by hEuq the ratio of the values of 
time estimated above to those kimd by Bsadley; Mwks and 
WarcImn(1986) for long distance car; coach a d  rail travellers. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . .  
............................................................. 
* RIM Planning (1977) have constructed v a l e  of time estimates 
for business travellers for use in  evalmtion. These valws were 
not; bwwer;  derived fmn data describirg either actual or 
hypthetical choice kehaviour . 
.. 
our wxk has shorn that v a l e s  of time depend on the traveller's 
incane and wrk hours. Thus; when canparing the value of time 
estimates given in %ble 12; one should allow for differences in  
the cunpsition of the samples for each stuly. Unfirtmtely w 
do not pssess sufficient data to do Ulis ~ o p r l y .  m the 
University of Leeds stu3y the median incane of business 
travellers was approximately 70% m e  than the median household 
i-e for the UK a s  a whole ( Central Statistical Office(1970)) . 
%he median personal incane of respndents to our surveys exceeded 
the average level of earnings by a similar amunt. !the median 
Yi6os&ld t d e  for respondents to Wardman's survey of business 
travellers was l . .  This is considerably below the median 
p3xanal incanes £or our two sanples (2l4.4K. 213.1K) ard 
pobably, i n  part, explains *y v a l ~  of time estimates derived 
in Wamhm's stuly are less than half the estimates w have 
obtained. University of Southampton report only the occt.qational 
status of their sanple: 52% were managerial and 28% were 
~o£essicmal staff. %ese proprtions are very similar to those 
for our ORGN sanple; though nut for the ECML sanple v&ich 
contained a much higher fraction of pro£essi& staff and a 
correspondingly analler fractim of managerial staff. SDG do not 
report socic-econanic data for their sample of business 
travellers. FKan the W e  evidence a l l  that can be said is that; 
w i t h  the exception of Wardman (1986); our samples appear to be 
roughly similac; in  terns of their do-econanic 
characteristics, to those collected by the other studies listed 
i n  Table 12. 
University of Leeds and University of Southampton used actual 
mode choice data to derive their value of time estimates. The 
in teveta t ion of such data is not straightfirwtrd: it de-s on 
made the mode choice decision and which alternatives were 
considered *en making this decision. In general cne cannot say 
Wther the sinployer; the enployee or the two together made a 
particular made &ice decision. Neither Mversi ty of reeds nor 
University of Southanptm used data an td.lo made mode choice 
decisims or *ich mcdes wre  considered &en making these 
decisions to guide their analysis. University of Leeds did find; 
hower;  that aver 40% of their sample of business travellers did 
not consider travelling by an alternative mode for their journey 
i.e. they wre  captive to the mdde used. Wit and Ben-Akiva 
(1985) have demcnstrated that td~en sane respndents are capkive 
to a particular made (and so are not making mode clmice decisicns 
as  modelled by the researcher) paraneter esthates w i l l  be 
biased. 'Laskly; ow results cannot he str ict ly mnpred w i t h  
those derived by University of M s  and University of 
Southampton because in these studies the anploysr muld have 
mnnally paid for the costs of business travel; whereas our 
stated preference experiment designed specifically to force 
the traveller to pay these costs. 
Sa: avoided the specification problems discussed above by using 
the results of a hypthetical journey planning game to derive 
their v a l e  of time estimates. In this gme business travellers 
(on trains) were asked to rank-9. different train services each of 
&ich was described by cost; travel time; Ecequency and; in sane 
cases; the ncnnber of interchanges. Although it is m clear the 
business traveller is making the travel decisim; it is not clear 
in SnG's report who is paying for (receiving the benefit of) any 
(hypthetical) fare increases (decreases). TI-~LS is imprtant 
because one might expect the traveller to be more generous w i t h  
the firm's rather than his/her m money (i.e. valws of time 
muld be higher in the former as canpared w i t h  the la t ter  case 
Marks (1986b) ) . 
7. CC,Rctnsim 
The results of our work have show that long distance business 
travellers place a high value on travel time savings. This is i n  
part explained by their high inmnes and long mrk days; and the 
unsociable hours a t  which time savings occur. Time savings after 
0629 £br respondents in the lovi~st incane group; that is with a 
median incane of appmximately B . K ;  and whose mrk day was less 
than or equal to 9.5 hours were v a l d  b e t e n  6 and 7 p/min. 
Values of time for long distance car; coach and r a i l  leisure 
travellers; w i t h  household incanes in the range of S - 1 0 ~ ;  
estimated by Bradley; Marks and Warsdnan (1986) m e  found to 
equal 3.0 p/min; 4.1 p/min and 6.5 p/min; respectively. Any 
differences between these values of time fur leisure travellers 
and our m estimates for business travellers could be explained 
by the tiring nature of the destinaticm activity (i.e. the 
business m e e t i n g )  and the fact the hypothetical journey in the 
stated preference experiment was a day return; and not an 
overnight; trip.  (Of the sample of ra i l  and coach travellers 
analysed by Bradley; Marks and Warsdnan (1986) only 15% were 
making a day return trip.) In additian; the time of day a t  vhich 
time savings occur may still have an effect here. Leisure 
travellers in Eradley; Eikrks and tjardmm could choose to travel 
a t  times which were convenient to then; whereas our business 
travellers did not have tkis freedan. Hence; it seems likely 
that travel time savings w i l l  be more useful to business; as 
canpired w i t h  leisure travellers; in say; lessening the implct of 
time constraints imposed by the needs of ather household m a k e r s .  
The m k  presented in this paper has demcnstrated that stated 
preference techniques can be successfully used both to derive 
va l e s  of time for business travellers and to examine sources of 
variation in these values. M e r  work is required; Ir,wer; to 
rigorously validate the use of stated preference data in the 
context of business travel and to exanine the relationships 
beteen v a l e s  of time; and travel mode and dmation of the 
business trip. 
Lastly; we reiterate our earlier merits concerning the 
interpretation and use of our results. We caution against u s i q  
these results for £orecasting the demand for long distance 
business travel. Our stated preference exprhent  was 
specifically designed so that the business traveller would pay 
for travel expnses and so that he/ she had total ccntrol over 
mde chaice decisions. It is sll that these conditions do 
m k  generally hold i n  practice: the enplowr p y s  for travel 
expenses and often innuences mode choice decisions. It is this 
situation ~ c h  should form the basis of any forecastiq d e l .  
The main aim of our wmk was; howwer; to derive business 
travellers' v a l e s  of time to use i n  constructing a v a l ~  of 
business travel time for waZuatfm purpses. The values 
presented in  this paper are used in this way; tagether with data 
an the emplopr' s valmticn of travel time savings; i n  mrk 
reported elsewhere ( EbwkesiMarks and Nash (19% ))  . 
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m m I X  1.. ICHE STATED P R E ~ C E  QrnSTIONS. 
019. we would now l i k e  you t o  c o n s i d e r  a h y p o t h e t i c a l  s i t u a t i o n  i n  which you 
have t o n a k e  a round  t r i p o f  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  600 m i l e s .  
eg. a journey between Newcast le  and London. 
Y O U  would t r a v e l  o u t  and  back o n  t h e  same d a y ,  b u t  would have  a f r e e  
c h o i ~ e o f m e a n s o f  t r a v e l  f r o m  t h e s e o p t i 0 n . s : -  
A i r  
R a i l  1 s t  c l a s s  
R a i l  2nd c l a s s ,  
Car Driver  
You w i l l  r e c e i v e  a f i x e d  lump s u m  of El00 towards t r a v e l  expenses  and 
w i l l  be f r e e  t o  keep any unspen t  money. S u b s i s t e n c e  expenses  w i l l  be 
reclaimed s e p e r a t e l y  l a t e r .  
On t h e  f o l l o w i n g  page t h e r e  a r e  s e v e r a l . s e t s  o f  t r a v e l  optio.s 
d e s c r i b i n g  t h e  c o s t  o f  t r a v e l ,  t h e  t i m e  you would have  t o  l e a v e  home 
and t h e  t ime  you would r e t u r n  home from t h a t  journey. 
P l e a s e  Study each block of o p t i o n s  s e p e r a t e l y  and d e c i d e  which means of 
t r a v e l  you would use. Rank our chosen means of t r a v e l  1 and then  rank 
t h e  remaining means o f  t rRvJ1  2.3.4 i n  d e e n d i n g  o r d e r  of p re fe rence .  
Repeat t h i s  p r o c e s s  w i t h  each b lock  o f  o p t i o n s .  
Write your rank i n  t h e  box provided.  
T h i s  example nay h e l p .  
C o s t  Leave A r r i v e  Rank 
E home home 
A I R  l 0 0  '07.00 20.30 3 
RAIL 1st l 0 0  07.00 19.00 % 
RAIL 2nd 40 07.00 19.00 1 
- 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 b+ 
c o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  
E home home 
A I R  80 07.00 18.30 
R A I L  1 s t  1 5  06.30 20.00 
R A I L  2nd 50 06.30 20.00 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
R a n k  
- 
- 
c o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  
E home home 
A I R  90 07.30 19.00 
R A I L  1st 30 05.30 21.00 
R A I L  2nd 20 05.30 21.00 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
Rank 
C o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  
E home home 
A I R  8 5 07.00 19.00 
R A I L  1st 45 07.00 19.30 
R A I L  2nd 30 07.00 19.30 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
R a n k  
- 
C o s t  A r r i v e  
E home home 
A I R  100 07.30 19.00 
R a n k  
- 
C o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  
E home home 
A I R  7 5 07.00 18.30 
R A I L  1st 60 07.00 19.30 
R A I L  2nd 40 07.00 19.30 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
R a n k  
C o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  
E home home 
A I R  85 07.30 18.30 
R A I L  1st 120 06.00 21.00 
R A I L  2nd 80 06.00 21.00 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
cost L e a v e  A r r l v e  
E h o n e  home 
A I R  80 07.00 19.00 
R A I L  1st 60 07.00 20.00 
R A I L  2nd 40 07.00 20.00 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
R A I L  1st 105 06.00 19.30 
R A I L  2nd 70 06.00 19.30 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
R a n k  
.-. . 
Rank 
P 
c o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  
E h o n e  home 
A I R  100 07.30 18.30 
Rank 
C o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  
E home home 
A I R  95 07.30 18.30 
R A I L  1st 90 05.30 20.30 
R A I L  2nd 60 05.30 20.30 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
7 
C o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  Rank 
E home home 
A I  R  80 07.00 19.00 
R A I L  1st 75 06.30 19.30 
R A I L  2nd 50 06.30 19.30 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
R A I L  1st 135 06.30 19.30 
R A I L  2nd 90 06.30 19.30 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
Rank  
- 
C o s t  L e a v e  A r r i v e  
E home home 
A I R  90 07.30 18.00 
Rank 
R A I L  1st 30 07.30 22.00 
R A I L  2nd 20 07.30 22.00 
- 
CAR 4 0 05.30 20.30 
- 
C o s t  Leave A r r i v e  
e home home 
A I R  95 07.30 18.30 
R A I L  1st 75 07.00 20.00 
R A I L  2nd 50 07.00 20.00 
CAR 40 05.30 20.30 
Rank  
- 
Appendix 2 Derivation of Iso-Utility Wes of Time 
suppsse the u t i l i ty  an individual derives £ran travel by mode m; 
Un; is given as: 
&ere; an = cost of travel by mode m 
TM = travel time by mode m 
am; b; c are parameters 
e = randan error 
lhen the v a l e  of a small saving in travel time equals c/b. An 
individual w i l l  be indifferent betwen &es m and n i f  E[Um] = 
E[Un] cn: equivalently 
!he ' i ~ S u t i l i t y  value of time' for modes m and n is defined to 
he the v a l e  of time a t  &ich E[Um] = ErUn] i.e. it is the v a l e  
an- a m + & - a n  
= .~ . . . .  
m - m  
m; m; m; Im are all cbsen by the researcher in the design of 
a stated preference (SP) experiment. The value of an - am w i l l  
have to h either 'gessed at '  a taken fran other studies i f  
values of VT are to he calculated £ran a given SP design. 
b u t i l i t y  va l e s  of time reported in W l e  1 (p. 5) were 
calculated assuning an = mn for a l l  n; m. 
e n d i x  3 Inteqretaticm of the Wfficients of the Start 
T h e  Dramy Variables 
Here m dananstrate that; for our particular data set; use of the 
start t h e  dumy variables El-E4 is equivalent to estimating 
different time coefficients £or 4 different times of the day 
m e l y :  travel t h e  &£ore 6.00: travel t i m e  £ran 6.00-6.30: 
travel time fran 6.30-7. CO: travel time fran 7.00-7.30. The 
coefficients of the dcnmry variables El-E4 equal 30 times the 
difference hetwen the marginal uti l i ty  of time after 7.30 and 
the marginal ut i l i ty  of t h e  in  the relevant 1/2 hour interval. 
%is is a direct result of our exprimental design; &cause 
jowney start times for the different modes were set a t  half 
hourly intervaLs &bran 05.30 to 07.30. 
m sbwth i s  suppse d e  m departs at 0600 then the uti l i ty  fran 
using mode m is given as: 
1. Using the dumy variable f o d a t i c m  
UR s b l  X 0 +,82 X l + p 3  X 1 +F4 X l + alT + 2 a i X i  (1 
i = 2  
2; Using tlne segmentation by time of day formrilaticm 
Y n 
Urn = f dC T i  + a1 (T - 3 T i  ) + aixi 
i s 0  L51 
LZ2 
there T1 = travel time betmen 0531 and 0600 
T2 = travel time betwen 0601 and 0630 
T3 = travel time b3twen 0631 and 0700 
T4 = travel t h e  betwen 0701 and 0730 
Because in this example the individlal deplrts a t  0600 90 minutes 
of travel t h e  c e u r s  befbre 0730 i.e. P T i  = 90 and T1=0; 
Ti=30ri=2; 3;4. %us substituting in equatiz (2) ard rearrang* 
gives: 
+ aixi 
i = 2  
Setting i = (d i  - a l )  30 (or equivalentlybl i = c + a1 ) 
30 
* 
and substituting (4) in (3) cne derives (l); and hence Un = UR 
and the tm fonnulaticm are equivalent. Ws p m f  can he 
repated for each of the other wssible start times: 0530; 0630; 
0700 and 0730. 
.-. .. 
Note that bran our estimates of i VIR can &bin estimates of 
the value of saving time early in the morning canpared with the 
v a l e  of time savings later in the day; by substitution in  
equation 4. 
APPENDIX 4: ADDITIONAL ESTIMATION RESULTS. 
In the table given below we list the results obtained from regressions 
on models which include the Cost levels variable CL,whereCL,,is defined: 
~,. 
~ ~~ .~ 
.~ 
. ..". 
. . - . .  
~~ .. . ~ .~ . 
~ost.~--ElO9.,,  if cost is gr 
.. ~. 
-~~ 
. 
, 
, otherwise 
2 .-, 
The results show that the 6stimated coefficient of CL is significantly 
different from zero for both data sets. This suggests that respondents 
treated expenditures from their own money differently from expenditures 
from the hypothetical travel allowance, given in the stated preference 
experiment. 
Est imat ions Using t h e  Cost Leve ls  Var iable 
(s tandard e r r o r s  i n  brackets)  
ECML 
Data 
ORGN 
Data 
ASC A i r  1.574 (0.123) 
R a i l  1 1.946 (0.085) 
R a i l  2 1.489 (0.067) 
Cost 
Time 
- ~~~ -~ ~ 
~ -~ ~. - 
LL* -5753.1 -6407.78 
Rho-bar 0.40W 0.3972 
Squared 
